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CTO:    Lt. Ryan Williams                     Ryan
FCO:    Lt. JG Patton Chottu                Martjin
 OPS:    Ensign Rhian                            Ted
 EO:       Ensign O’Donnel                      Cavan






Host Bafii says:
Prologue: The three remaining vessels of the fleet are moving away from the Dreadnought at full impulse.  The Dreadnought propulsion systems look like they will explode in 30 minutes, sending a shockwave that will decimate the area.  The fleet can't hope to be out of range in time.
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::at her station on the bridge::
CO_K`Beth says:
::on the bridge watching the crew get the plan together, refraining from asking status reports every two minutes::
OPS_Rhian says:
:: on the bridge at his station making sure his department is moving everyone to the emergency shelter areas so he can rob power from more systems ::
XO_McDuggle says:
@::stands on the Falcon's bridge watching the fleet flee:: 
FCO_Chottu says:
::on the bridge mostly just getting ready and nervous for a rocky ride::
CO_K`Beth says:
All: Any other suggestions or solutions to this problem?
EO_ODonnel says:
::Main engineering adjusting systems to run the shields as high as possible using the reactor power only::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::finishes her calculations... as best she can::  CTO: I have some numbers here for you. ::sends him the calculated time needed for the timers::
CTO_Williams says:
::At tactical on the bridge.  He walks over to the CSO:: CSO: Here are my latest specs on the estimated torpedo explosions.
CTO_Williams says:
::Gets her numbers::: CSO: Okay.  Are you sure these are good?
XO_McDuggle says:
@Computer: Access the Eulc method of space travel and see if it can be implemented to the Falcon at this time.
Host Bafii says:
@ <Computer> XO: Negative, complete systems overhaul required.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::takes a look at them and agrees with his numbers::  CTO: Yes that is about what I had originally predicted but here let me import the new data in.
XO_McDuggle says:
@:;curses under his breath::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::enters his new estimations and orders the computer to adjust the answer::
CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Make certain that the fleet is not bunched together too tightly when the wave hits us...we might be tossed around a bit and we don't need to be bouncing off of each other.
FCO_Chottu says:
::just nods nervously::
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: Okay, Ill be back at my station.  ::Walks back to his station::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: I'm showing 23 minutes until detonation.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: as reports come in he powers down life support and all nonessential power drains in each section ::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::quickly gets the new numbers and compares::  CTO: It only made a .09 second difference, but in this game that may make a difference... ::shrugs a bit::  or it may not.
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Roger  ::checks status of shields and their position::
CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: Ensign...how are we doing on those shields?
OPS_Rhian says:
:: contacts the Falcon and the Jaguar and passes on the message from the CO::
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: Yeah, lets hope this all works...  I'd take bets on it.... but whoever gambled that we'll loose will never see their money.  ::Chuckles::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Are the evacuations complete?
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Is there enough  power to the shields to extend them around the Arondight and the Jaguar?
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Shields are running pretty much as can be expected under these conditions. All generators are in spec. But captain they aren't that strong.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@::continues to steal power from any systems he can and making them available to engineering for strengthening shields and SIF::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::does share the same schematics as the CTO... after all she had 3 kids and a husband waiting for her to return to star base.::
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Captain the Jaguar has reported in.  Working of aft shields and estimate they will have shield strength of 80% by the detonation time
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::moves down to the command area::  CO: Captain.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Not at any strength sir.  The Arondight is just too large compared to what we are able to generate.
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: But if anyone wants to bet on it, I'd at least get their money.  ::Smiles::
CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: Continue working with Lt Rhian...and get us as much power as you can.  We need those shields at full power
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Yes Commander?
OPS_Rhian says:
:: diverts the power from the downed systems to engineering for shields and structural integrity::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Roger we will just concern ourselves with protecting us then.
CTO_Williams says:
::Puts in some more information, and sets everything up for a scheduled auto fire, when we need it::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Have them stay a little in front of the Falcon...hopefully the Falcon can help deflect some of the wave from them.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Yes ma’am :: passes orders on to the Falcon commander ::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: I have done the best that I can in figuring these calculations, but if I am wrong... even by the slightest bit we may not make it.  Heck we may not even make it if my calculations are perfect.  There just is no way to know for sure.
CTO_Williams says:
*EO*: By the way ensign, I would like my Torpedo launchers turned back on.
XO_McDuggle says:
@FCO: Ensign I am hoping that you are able to perform some of that magic  that I have seen from you before.
CTO_Williams says:
::Remembers the torpedoes::
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Captain I can give you a 50% increase in shield strength now but Captain may I also suggest that we transfer all available power to the Shields SIF and Thruster control a few seconds before the wave hits. We can survive without life support and impulse drive while we ride the wave out. It might give us some more security.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: T minus 15 minutes.
CO_K`Beth says:
::grins tightly:: CSO: That's what makes life so interesting.  Just do your best...that's all we will need.
XO_McDuggle says:
@<FCO_Drive> XO: Aye Sir I will definitely try.
CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: Understood, Ensign.  Coordinate with Lt Rhian.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods shortly and returns to her post... knowing that nothing more needed to be said::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Shields at maximum?
EO_ODonnel says:
*CTO*: Ok activated. I'm taking them offline as soon as the torpedoes launch.
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Are the torpedoes ready for placement?
Host OPS_Ash says:
@XO: Engineering has aft shields at 120% of normal, SIF is at emergency levels.
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Yes, almost.
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Roger thanks.
CO_K`Beth says:
::drums her fingers on the arm of her chair:: CSO: Commander...can the Jaguar survive with only 80% aft shielding?
CTO_Williams says:
::Taps some more buttons:: CO: Okay, torpedoes are ready, sir.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Captain permission to take the bridge to emergency lighting and power down all non-essential consoles
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CTO: What is our current shield status?
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Granted.
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Aye captain. Lt Rhian: Did you here my plan for the last minute power transfer. I'll give you everything about 10 seconds before the wave hits. Should give you a welcome power boost to those shields and SIF.
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Set the torpedoes in place and the timers.
Host OPS_Ash says:
    @::seeing as they are going into a situation where they will most likely be killed, he pulls his            
    lucky hat out from under the console and places the red and white baseball cap squarely on his    
    head::
CTO_Williams says:
::Launches the torpedoes as per specifications:: CO: Done.  *EO*: I'm done with the torpedoes.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Aye ma’am :: taps the controls placing the bridge on emergency lighting and terminating all slave console power, reroutes power to engineering ::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Aft viewer on screen, Lt.
XO_McDuggle says:
@::see the OPS place a hat on his head:: OPS: What the hat for Ensign?
EO_ODonnel says:
::Transfers torpedo power to aft shield grid::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Just luck Commander, I thought we might need a little.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Yes ma’am :: activates aft viewer ::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Shields are at full, Captain, as full as their current capacity can hold.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: T minus 10 minutes
FCO_Chottu says:
::tries to remember to breath::
XO_McDuggle says:
@::smiles :: OPS: I will take all the luck that we can get at this moment.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: I would say that they stand slightly less of a chance than we do.
CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Steady as she goes, Lt...just remember...keep her nose up and let her ride the wave...don't fight it.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Nods to the officer he has come to know recently.
CTO_Williams says:
Self: This is going to hurt....
OPS_Rhian says:
*EO*: There is no more power to divert at the last minute, unless you plan for us to hold our breath and terminate life support
FCO_Chottu says:
::gets as comfortable as he can in the situation::
CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: CSO: How long would it take to transport the entire Jaguar crew to the Falcon?
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: What do you read the shields of the Jaguar at ?
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::checks his scanners:: XO: About 67% but climbing slowly.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::calculates::
EO_ODonnel says:
*Lt Rhian* : That’s exactly what I intend to do and impulse power too. There will be enough residue oxygen in the ship to survive while the wave passes.
XO_McDuggle says:
@FCO: Position us so that we can help divert some of the blast wave from the Jaguar.
XO_McDuggle says:
@<FCO_Drive> XO: Aye sir :: position the ship to help protect the Jaguar::
EO_ODonnel says:
*OPS* : I’m gonna need a 20 second countdown when the wave approaches so that I can transfer power to the shields in time.
OPS_Rhian says:
*EO*: And should we suffer any type of hull breech there would be no way to repressurize...excellent thinking engineer
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: 18 minutes with just the Falcon's transports... 10 if we help them.
EO_ODonnel says:
*OPS_Rhian*: We stand less chance of a breach this way. I'd sooner boost our shields and SIF than patch us up after assuming we have something to patch up!
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: T minus 3 minutes
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Do we have enough time to transport before the wave hits us?
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS; Roger :: braces for the impact::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::sounds collision::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Can we extend shield around the Jaguar.
EO_ODonnel says:
*OPS_Rhian* : How long till impact?
OPS_Rhian says:
*EO*: Well I am glad that your days of experience as an engineer make your so sure of the outcome, I am sure the experienced officers on the ship are just as confident with you betting their lives
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: 1 minute...
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::knows there is nothing they can do now::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: possibly, but we are out of time... T minus 30 seconds
FCO_Chottu says:
::eyes open wider::
CO_K`Beth says:
::nods grimly and hits the all ships communication:: *ALL*: Brace for impact!
CO_K`Beth says:
FCO: Stand ready, Lt
EO_ODonnel says:
*OPS_Rhian*: We can debate all day Rhian but we need to do live on the edge once in a while.


Host Bafii says:
ACTION_: The Dreadnought explodes almost down to the second that the CSO calculated, the shockwave rushes out from the ship splitting in to trillions of pieces the largest of which is the size of a grapefruit.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: holds tight to his console ::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Roger.
EO_ODonnel says:
<delete do from last>
CTO_Williams says:
All: Bets anyone?   :::Grabs his panel::
CO_K`Beth says:
::holds on to her chair and thinks grimly to herself that she hopes their preparations worked::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::pulls out a little holopic of her family and clips it onto her console, taking a moment to touch each of their faces::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: _The wave races across empty space heading for the fleet.
EO_ODonnel says:
*OPS*:: ETA?
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: The wave should hit in T minus  45 seconds
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Countdown until the wave hits us?
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:_ The wave approaches the preset torpedoes.
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Then lets hope that the Captain's plan works how long before they detonate the Quantum’s?
FCO_Chottu says:
Self: Here it comes.
OPS_Rhian says:
ALL: 45 seconds to wave impact
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::is about to answer but...::
XO_McDuggle says:
@FCO: Get ready here it comes.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION_: The torpedoes detonate and create a sort of resonance with the shockwave EO_ODonnel says:
::Transfers all power but thrusters and inertial dampers to aft shields and SIF::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::closes her eyes letting the image of them all burn into her memory as she grips the console hard::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Torpedoes have exploded captain.... brace for impact!
CO_K`Beth says:
::watches the wave come at them on the viewscreen and sees the torpedoes explode::
XO_McDuggle says:
@<FCO_Drive> XO: Roger sir. :: prepares for the wave::
EO_ODonnel says:
::Braces for impact::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION_: The shockwave in that are is partially cancelled out, the resulting shockwave much weaker than the original, but still quite severe.

Host Bafii says:
ACTION:_ All the ships start to rock as the precursors of the wave start to hit.
OPS_Rhian says:
::overrides the EO keeping life support on in the inhabited areas :: Himself: At least they won't die choking to death
XO_McDuggle says:
@::grabs the chair as the ship starts to rock::
EO_ODonnel says:
*Rhian*: What the hell are you doing??
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: The real ride is incoming...
CO_K`Beth says:
::shakes a little with the ship and waits...checks and sees Dog securely under her chair.  Quietly:: Dog: Stay there....you'll be fine.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: notices a change in the Jaguar :: CO: Captain the Jaguar shields just increased to 89%
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Roger I suggest you grab on to something solid.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::opens her eyes... unable not to watch it through to the end::
FCO_Chottu says:
::taps console nervously::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@::one hand grabs his console, the other his hat::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Let's hope that's enough.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: We will know momentarily ma’am
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: For a moment the Arondight shields jumped to 95% but then dropped back to 65% as the main part of the wave hits the three ships.
XO_McDuggle says:
@:;watches as the three ships ride the wave::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION_: All three ships are tossed around by the shockwave, the Arondight seems to fair the best, the positioning allowing it to convert some of the waves energy into motion
FCO_Chottu says:
::tries his best to keep the ship from starting to roll::
CO_K`Beth says:
::holds on tightly as the ship is tossed around:: CSO: Status on the other ships?
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: _The Falcon takes a solid slam from the oncoming wave.
EO_ODonnel says:
:: is thrown across ME but gets back to his station:: *CO*: Massive power drain captain but we're still maintaining 65% shield to the aft.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::fights to stay upright and not be thrown to the ground::
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Captain shields are down to 65 per...:: gets slammed around by the shockwave ::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:_ The Jaguar gets shoved forward, her rear shields absorbing the brunt of the impact and dropping by 50%
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: The Falcon just got slammed hard.  We seem to be fairing better because of our position.
XO_McDuggle says:
@<FCO_Drive> :: tries to compensate for the impact of the wave::

Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Shield strength falling... down to 40%
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Jaguar is down to 40 % in their aft ::gets rocked hard into her console and hiss out the rest of her report:: shielding.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: As the tail end of the shockwave comes through, the Arondight loses it and starts to flip head over tail... wipeout
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Do what you need to do to keep them up.
FCO_Chottu says:
::curses lightly bellow breath::
OPS_Rhian says:
:: Flips over his console and lands on his back next to the CO's feet ::
CTO_Williams says:
::Hopes the inertial dampers hold, otherwise they're all pancakes::
CTO_Williams says:
::Takes the rocking rather well::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:_ The Falcon continues to sail increasingly rough waters, systems shorting out from the strain... the bridge goes completely dark.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::despite her best effort she goes sailing over her console::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Arondight sensors go dead, she is blind in space.
CO_K`Beth says:
::pats the arm of her chair and mutters to the ship:: Just a little longer...hang in there a little more. ::suddenly is thrown hard to the ground as the ships flips and rolls up under the viewscreen::
OPS_Rhian says:
Aloud: hnaev
XO_McDuggle says:
@<FCO_Drive>:: hands speed over his panel trying to keep the ship level ::
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Hull temperature increasing. We're getting radiation from the shockwave recommend adjusting shields to cover the hull. Venting plasma coolant across the hull to try to cool it.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: _Suddenly all the ships come to a stop... the shaking and tossing stops.
FCO_Chottu says:
::sits back and tries to feel his way through stabilizing the ship again::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:_ The shockwave has passed.
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Can you get Emergency lights up ?
CO_K`Beth says:
::pulls herself upright and shakes the ringing out of her ears:: All: All departments...status report!
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::moans her agreement to the OPS curse::
EO_ODonnel says:
::Hull temperature cools to specified limit so cuts coolant venting::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::moving around in the dark, emergency lights not on, he finds a handheld beacon and activates it::  XO: Just a moment, Commander.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: gets to his feet and moves back to his station ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::manages to pull herself into a crawl/walk back to her station::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Lt, get the emergency power on.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: tries to get some lights on :: CO: Working on it :: cough :: captain
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::uprights herself and holds her left arm against her stomach as she checks her systems over::
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Not good captain I've got plasma relays down all over the ship. Minor breaches on the lower decks. sending repair crews down now to seal them off.. 
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am we lost the sensors completely.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: As soon as we get the emergency power on get the sensors up and get a status on the Falcon and Jaguar.
EO_ODonnel says:
::Transfers all available power back to normal status::
XO_McDuggle says:
@::gets back in to the command chair and sees what information he can get ::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::having pulled a panel off the wall he manually activates emergency lighting::
FCO_Chottu says:
::just tilts head::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am I will try but this one is going to take some time
XO_McDuggle says:
@::sees the lights come on :: OPS : Good work.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: reroutes power to restore vital systems, still not reactivation all ship systems till more repairs are made::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::starts ordering her personnel to work areas::
CO_K`Beth says:
::limps heavily over to her chair falling into it with a grimace.  Is relieved to see a little black nose and two bright eyes under it:: FCO: Excellent work, Lt...that was some damn fine flying.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@::takes the hat off his head and kisses it::  XO: Like I told you sir, lucky!
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: And captain. Lets not do that again eh?
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS; You have to send me one of those. :: Chuckles::
CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: I think we can agree on that one, Ensign.  Have your teams get those hull breaches sealed.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sees one of the sensors flick and then flash on permanently... more or less::  CO: I have partial sensors from one of the lateral... scanning now.
EO_ODonnel says:
::smiles with relief that they survived::
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ ::taking his seat:: XO: Will do, sir.
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: We're on it captain.
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO/OPS: Have your personnel fan out through the ship and make certain that all the injured are taken care of.
CTO_Williams says:
::Tries to bring tactical information back up::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Any damage reports yet?
OPS_Rhian says:
OPS: Yes captain I already have teams out searching for wounded and looking any power drains from damage
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: The Falcon and the Jaguar surprisingly appears to have faired better than we did actually.
FCO_Chottu says:
::shocked they're still in one piece, not quite sure how to react::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: See if you can get the Falcon or the Jaguar on a comm. channel.  And get the viewscreen working again...we need to see what's out there.
CTO_Williams says:
::Finally brings tactical back up.:: CO: okay, done.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Coming in now... multiple areas reporting lack of power, we have a few plasma fires from strained EPS systems, but they are being reacted to.. impulse engines were majorly in the red, we are lucky we didn't blow ourselves up.
EO_ODonnel says:
::Look round at ME and the plasma burned colleagues around him:: *Sickbay*: O'Donnel to sickbay I've got wounded down here, severe plasma burns. Can we get a medic down here?? Please.
OPS_Rhian says:
::as he works on the viewscreen he tries to contact the Jaguar and Falcon:: CO: Yes ma’am
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Incoming from the Arondight
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::continues to work on repairing the sensors::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: I will agree with that do we still have impulse power yet or are they offline? Put it through.
CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: FCO: See if any of the shuttles are working.  If so...get a visual scan of the exterior damage.
Host OPS_Ash says:
@ XO: Should be back online in an hour or so.  ::puts through the comm.::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: I need an accurate accounting of all the injured and damage.
XO_McDuggle says:
@COM: CO: Captain This is the Falcon.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: We are still in an area of space in which the subspace has been destroyed, ma'am.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Reports are still coming in
CO_K`Beth says:
COM: XO: Good to hear your voice Commander.  What is your status?
CTO_Williams says:
::Starts bringing in tactical diagnostics::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::pulls up the flight records and access how much distance it appears the ships have traveled.::
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Thank you Commander.  As soon as you get long-range sensors back on line...see if there is anything left in the area that the asteroid field was in.  We can't afford to have anyone coming after us now.

CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: We will need impulse engines as soon as possible.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::does some more calculations::  CO: Long Range sensors will not work until we get out of the dead space... about 4 days worth of traveling to my best guess.
XO_McDuggle says:
@COM: CO: We are a bit shaken Ma'am impulse engines will be offline for about an hour  and all other damage is minor some power outages is about all.
CO_K`Beth says:
COM: XO: Good....I'm glad that the damage was minor.  See about the Jaguar and what help they will need, right now we are in no position to help them out.
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: Aye captain, working on it. We barely have enough power to run life-support at the moment let alone impulse.
XO_McDuggle says:
@COM: CO: Aye Captain we will do what we can.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::smiles a bit even in their current state and picks up the holopic.  They were alive again thanks to fate and Sykora wondered how many times she dare tempt it.::
EO_ODonnel says:
*CO*: As soon as we are finished patching up the hull I'll get the team to join me in the reactor room.
EO_ODonnel says:
::Grabs an engineering kit and head to the TL::
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>
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